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POLIO DRIVE CLOSES: GOAL EXCEEDED
'Mr. A and T. College of 1951" Crowned

Mr. A. & T. College Contest
Nets Largest Gains; Nurse
Thelma Waddell Sponsor
Louise Dodd Sparks James Thompson to
Crown; Noses O u t V . Speight's Beckett

Left to right: Roy Wright, Juanita Wooten, James Beckett; Velma Speight, Mr. A. & T., James Thompson, Louise Dodd,
Catherine Hubbard and George Thomas.

Race Relations Chemical Society Branch
Day Observed; in Recent M e e t i n g Here
Dr. Milner Speaks
Race Relations Day was observed
at A. and T. Gollegc Sunday. February
11, 1951. with a program in the Harrison Auditorium.
Dr. Clyde A. Milner, president of Guilford College, was
principal speaker. He was introduced by Dr. F. D. Bluford, president of
A. and T.
"Wc must work together to build
a world of Christian brotherhood," Dr.
Milner said. "To do this wc should
take as our point of departure the
life of Christ and imitate Him.
"The only answer or remedy to the
state of confusion the world is in to
day, with its prejudices, hatreds, strife,
and turmoil, is Christian brotherhood.
Tn our effort lo defeat or eradicate
the evils of the world we must emulate Christ."
Dr. Milner illustrated his address
with personal experiences and anecdotes about his life. In warning the
students against selfishness, he told
of an instructor of his in England
who put on the blackboard the equation, "Sins equal selfishness; selfish
ness equals sin." When challenged by
Dr. Milner, he proved that all sin
stems from selfishness and vice versa.
In one of his anecdotes he pointed
out how easy it is to acquire habits
from imitating others. Many of our
mannerisms, gestures, and habits come
from other persons without any con
scions knowledge on our part, he told
ihe audience. Try to insure that you
imitate only the good things; guard
against imitating the insignificant and
I he evil.
The college choir, directed by Prof.
Howard T. Pearsall, sang several selections.

Geog. Students
Tour Local Plant
By T. A. CLARK
Associate Professor of History
The first Geography field trip ol
ihe school year 1950-51 took place on
Friday, January 19, 1951. Sixty-eight
students
participated,
representing
three classes in F.conomics and Industrial Geography. Two city busses
were secured from the local transportation system.
The place of observation was the
Terra-Colta Plant of Pomona, Greens
boro, North Carolina.
itudenls were carried through (he
(Continued on Page 3)

By WILBERT DOUGLAS, '51
The Central North Carolina Section of the American Chemical Socie
ly. headed by Dr. H. A. I Jung. Presi
dent, and Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences at Guilford College, held
a meeting here for the first time at
the Agricultural and Technical Col
lege January 19, 1951. Representatives were here from Guilford College
and A. and T. College both of Greensboro. N. G, Burlington Mills, Burling
ton, N. C , Vick's Salves Corporation.
Greensboro, N. C , Duke Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C , and BowmanGrey Hospital. Winston-Salem, N. G.
The preliminary speakers included
Dr. F. D. Bluford. President of A.
and T. College; Dr. B. T. White, head
of the Chemistry Department at A.
and T. College and a member of the
American Chemical Society; and Dr.
II. A. Ljung.
Dr. Isaac H. Miller, Jr.. biochemist
at A. and T. College, delivered the
main address. He presented a very
scholarly address on the subject, en
titled "Plant Hormones." His discus
sion was a survey of an investigation
conducted at lbe University of Wis
consin.
Dr. Miller pointed out that the subject of growth substances upon the
plant development has received con
siderablc attention in scientific circles.
He emphasized that a certain group
of compounds, some of which occur
naturally, and some of which are synthetic, when applied to growing plants
caused a wide variety of responses.
Among these compounds are 2.4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid, indoleacetic acid
and 2-methyl 4-chlorophenoxyacetic
acid. These compounds are found as
the active ingredients of such products
as "Weed-No-M,ore," which are useful
because when applied to lawns they
will kill weeds and other broad-leaf
plants and will allow only grass to
grow. These compounds are also use
fill in increasing the protein content
of wheat, in the prevention of the premature drop of fruit from trees, in
promoting the formation of flowers in
some plants which do not ordinarily
produce flowers, and have many other
useful applications.
Dr. Miller's studies were designed to
explain the chemical mechanism of the
processes involved within the plant
which is affected by plant hormones
and to determine how the plants classed as grasses are not as susceptible
to the effect of these chemicals as are
the weeds.
He said that when cell-free enzyme
preparations obtained from barley seedings were exposed to certain plant

A. and I. College exceeded ils an
mial goal of $1,000 for the polio fund
by $127.23. Miss Mary Dozier, director
of the campus drive, announced al its
close February 11. 1951.
The money was raised by direct solicitation, the sale of confections and
sandwiches about the campus and at
athletic events, the sale of tickets to
various programs sponsored by committees and individuals, and contributions bv campus organizations.
The "Mr. A. and T. College," sponsored by Nurse Thelma Waddell,
brought in the largest returns, $633.02;
the college faculty, staff, and exten
sion workers contributed $184.70; and
Ihe Housing Project and Bachelors
Quarters, solicited by Evelyn Taylor
and F. W. Waddell, $120.28.
The crowning of James Thompson,
"Mr. and A. and T. College." by Dr.
F. D. Bluford, president of the school,
was the highlight of the drive. Thompson, sponsored by Louise Dodd, turned in $205.48; James O. Beckett, sponsored by Velma Speight, $175.21; Roy
Wright, sponsored by Juanita Wooten.

$140.04; and George 'Thomas, sponsored by Catherine Hubbard, $111.70.
All of the contestants for the honor were students, as also were their
sponsors. The women were representatives of the women's dormitories of
the campus, and were supported by
their respective dormitories in the contest.
The coronation ceremony was
held Saturday night in the main gymnasium. The college dance band—"the
Symphony Sids"—directed by Sgt. Silas
Christian, furnished the music.

Players Present
"Special Guest"

By WILLIAM HOSEY
Donald F.lser's one act play, Special
Guest," was presented by the Richard
hormones, the functioning of the glyB. Harrison Players during Religious
col ic acid dehydrogenase and ascorbic
Emphasis Week. The play was held
acid oxidase was greatly hampered.
in Richard B. Harrison Auditorium
When intact tissues of corn, oats and
under the superb direction of Sylvespeas were subjected to various plant
ter F. Clarke, instructor in the Enghormones, these compounds caused the
lish Department.
respiration of these plant tissues to be
The leading role was brilliantly
increased to a very great extent.
played by Ruby Ring Duran, who
'Ihe findings of Dr. Miller suggest
portrayed Nora Andrews, a middlethat the effect of the growth hormone
aged farm woman. Charles Pittman
is upon the respiratory system of the
was John Andrews. Nora's husband.
plants and that the difference in reOther members of the cast were Milsponse of grasses as compared with
By VERNELL WATSON, '52
broad-leaf plants may be related to difApproximately 350 high school stu- lard Mitchell, Sherwood Newsome, and
ferences in the respiratory mechanism dents arrived at A. and T. from all Thelma Hart.
of these two types of plants.
This unusual play was lauded by all
parts of North Carolina to particiIhe Student Affiliate Chapter or the pate in the largest band clinic to be who saw it.
T h e action of the play takes place
American Chemical Society at A. and held here. Over 500 students will
I . College took an active part in the participate in the festival to be held in the farm home of the Andrews.
meeting by serving as host to the in April. Each year the students are The plot centers around Nora (Ruby
K. Duran), who has reached the peak
group. This chapter, under the guid welcomed by our band members.
of desperation as a result of long years
ance of Dr. B. T. White, is steadily
Music
dealers
were
here
to
display
of hardship, discouragement and povgrowing in membership, interest and
their instruments, music, and other ac- erty. Directing here hate against a
activities.
cessories to bandmasters and students. young detective (Sherwood Newsome)
Mr. W. F. Carlson, Jr., brass instru- who shot and killed her son in selfment specialist, lectured on brass in- defense, she seeks revenge against the
struments to the students and band- unsuspecting man. He is invited to
masters. He covered the fundamen- her home as a special guest—a very
tals of playing and technique such as: "Special Guest" to be murdered. Her
1. Breath control—proper and ade- plan is thwarted by the return of the
quate with support from the ab- dead son (Millard Mitchell), who is
domen.
unseen by those on stage, in time to
Brotherhood Week observance at
2. Lip control — the embouchure — prevent the tragedy.
A. & T. College was climaxed recently
"Special Guest" was first presented
correct use of the "pucker," and
wilh a brotherhood forum in the Harbv the Hines Dramatic Club of YoungsPressure vs. Tension.
rison Auditorium. 1 en representatives
3. Finger control — slide positions — town College.
of different countries and religions
firm fingering use of all alter
spoke from the subject, "Brotherhood
or Chaos."
nates.
Major Thomas H. Wright, U. S.,
Some of the commandments he listProtestant, acted as moderator and di- ed for better musicianship arc:
rected key questions at the other par1. Blessed are ye that play with good
ticipants concerning brotherhood, and
posture for ye shall look better,
how it can be achieved here in Ameri
feel better, and breathe better.
ca.
The questions elicited the fol2.
Blessed are they of the brass seclowing responses:
T h e North Carolina 4-H Club Fountion who attacketh their tones
Mr. Charles Hayes, U. S., Roman
with a "Du" instead of a "Tut"; dation, Inc., an organization of promiCatholic-The
basis of Brotherhood
for their tones shall be musical. nent citizens of the state interested in
Week in America is the Bible, the
the 4-H clubs for Negro youths, held
.'!. Blessed arc ye who do not play
Preamble to the Constitution, and the
their second annual membership meetall tones "FIT," for you shall play
aims as set forth by the Conference
ing January 17, 1951.
with greater ease, and give your
of Christians and Jews in obtaining
The long-time goal of the foundamusic some style and meaning.
more strict adherence to the Amerition is the raising of $1,000,000 to
can way of life. The American way
1 lis lecture was enjoyed by all provide and maintain 4-H Clubs and
of life is based upon the lecognition players.
facilities for Negro youth of the state.
of the dignity of man as a creature of
Mr. F. N. Gatlin, bandmaster at Vir- The goal for this year is $50,000. E.
God.
ginia State College, lectured on the Ray Hodgin of A. and T. College,
Mr. Richard Shia, Foochow, China— woodwind instruments. He covered treasurer of the foundation reported
We should do more and talk less about the tone quality of the clarinet, which that nearly $2,000 has already been
brotherhood in America. We should is very seldom accomplished by clari- donated by county 4-H Clubs and in
work to create a social situation in net players. He described the correct terested persons and organizations of
which this idea of brotherhood can embouchure for all woodwinds, he told the state.
grow. And strive to overcome the dif- the students the many faults of woodEllis Hall, student at A. and T.
ficulty of the lack of a common lan- wind players and how to correct them, College, was selected by the group to
guage, which is one of the greatest and he demonstrated the correct po- represent the Negro 4-H Clubs on the
barriers to brotherhood.
sition, standing and sitting.
Farm Youth Exchange Project. If apMiss Ranee Singh, New Delhi, India
Miss Carrie Bates, senior and majo- proved by the national board he will
— The brotherhood instinct is both in- rette at Virginia State College demon - be sent to a foreign country to make
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on

N. C. Band Clinic
Held at A. and T.

Brotherhood
Week Observed

4-H Foundation
Met at A. & T.
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IKetoorh
?p
By JAMES E. BRIDGETT, '53
QUESTION: DO you think that college
students should go steady?
Answer: Whether or not college students should go steady depends upon
the maturity of the individuals. I
think the "steady type" should give
some consideration to their selection.
Helen McWilliams, Senior
Enfield, N. C.
Answer: Yes, if a boy or girl could
find someone that he or she cares to
be with steady.
Robert Hall, Sophomore
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Answer: Yes, because if one has
more than one girl or boy friend one
will always be dissatisfied, sometime
causing discord among the two.
Sherley Harrison, Freshman
Roanoke Raipid, N. C.

is

Answer: Yes, if a couple becomes
interested in each other as lovers I
believe that they should go steady,
college s t u d e n t s or otherwise.
Through experience I have learned
that life is happier when there is
some special one you can share your
thoughts with instead of trying to
play the field as it is commonly called. For college students, especially
those who are away from home for
the first time and frequently become
homesick to the extent that it is almost unbearable to stay here, this
new thrill of happiness would very
well serve to lessen their loneliness
and make a more efficient studenl.
Jasper Horton. Senior
Morehead City, N. C.

orner
Interest on our campus is lacking
in every respect. l b e college entertainment has been going down and
down. All we want now are movies
and dances.
A good example of Ihis was the
attendance at Ihe superb Dance Recital by our Physical Education Department. More proof of this lack
of interest is the conduct that spurts
forth from lliese so called "benefit"
dances. Fraternities, sororities, administration and other responsible
groups, are we failing in our effort?
If we can't gel proper authorization
after we plan worthwhile programs
I hen your voices shall be heard.

Answer: College is the best place
for young people to go steady because
every activity is properly chaperoned.
If the two young people in question
are interested in the same thing,
there is no harm done.
Vivian Morris. Junior
Franklin, Virginia
Answer: Yes, I really think they
should. That is, if the interest is
(Continued on Page 4)

Jrnterview
SYMPOSIUM
QUESTION: Are mixed schools for
white and colored beneficial or
detrimental to Negroes?
1. Mrs. John Taylor, social worker.
1703 Brookside Drive: "Mixed
schools are beneficial to Negroes
because it would seemingly have
a tendency to bring races closer
together and what ever may be
documented in one race will to
my mind be documented in the
other race as well."
2. Mrs. Kathalean Spencer, 299 Hancock Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., Student at A. and T . College: "I think
mixed schools are beneficial to Negroes because then the student acquires equal facilities."
3. Miss Ann Mills, member of Registrar's Staff, A. and T . College:
"It is definitely detrimental in this
respect: some Negroes may not be
able to reach the standards of
these mixed schools, and lots of
us who are now attending college
probably won't or wouldn't be
able to attend."
4. Mrs. Christine Clayter, manager
of the Susie B. Dudley Y.W.C.A.,
327 N. Dudley Street: "They are
beneficial definitely, because I
think a person should have the
freedom to educate himself without being hampered by any pro
cedures."
5. Mrs. P. Evans, housewife, Dewey
Street: "Owing to the fact that
Negroes are considered the minority group, which causes a great
deal of inferiority complexes, I
think the schools should be separate but equally equipped."
6. Miss Herring, instructor, Immanuel Lutheran College: "Why, of
course, they are beneficial because
they will give every student the
same background and will also
give a more assured feeling toward
each race as far as pulling together is concerned."
7. Mr. Richard Dickinson, student of
Immanuel Lutheran College: "I
think mixed schools are detrimental to Negroes because it will be
difficult at present for Negroes to
excell in their particular fields
without being hampered by this
problem of racial differences."
8. Miss Emma Clarke, student at
A. and T . College: "Yes, I think
mixed schools would be beneficial
because they would bring the races
closer together and education facilities would be equal."
9. Mr. Paul Schenck, insurance agent.
1104 Cornwallis Drive: "I think
mixed schools would be beneficial
to each race in that all men are
created equal they should be given
equal facilities also as far as the
process of growth and development
is concerned."

I WONDER WHY FEBRUARY. 14 WAS CIRCLED?

Letter to the Editor
Young Men's Christian Association
Agricultural a n d T e c h n i c a l College
Greensboro, N o r t h Carolina
J a n u a r y 31, 1951
Mr. James O. Beckett
A. a n d T . College
Greensboro, N . C.
Dear Sir:
After thoroughly reading your J a n u a r y 1951 issue of the
Register, my a t t e n t i o n was placed on the two letters concerning Mr. Avery, written by Mr. James E. Bryant, President of
Student Council, a n d Dr. A r t h u r H . Edens, President of Duke
University. I t is indeed a shame t h a t h u m a n lives have to be
wasted because of racial discrimination. T h e r e is a possibility
t h a t n o t h i n g could have been done to save Mr. Avery, b u t that
we will probably never know. But this we do know: because of
race he was not admitted.
T h e excuse was given, that there
weren't any beds in the "Negro W a r d . "
W h a t is this thing
" N e g r o W a r d ? " H a d Mr. Avery been W h i t e a n d gone to a
Negro hospital, w o u l d there have been a " W h i t e W a r d , " the
answer is " N o . "
It's n o t our fait that we were born colored, b u t it is our
fault t h a t we allow incidents like t h a t to prevail. Of course
we s h o u l d n ' t feel b a d because medical, social, religious, economic,
political a n d other privileges a n d o p p o r t u n i t i e s are not ours,
when we continue to accept w h a t we know isn't valid and
s h o u l d n ' t be.
It is time that we started to clean out our own back yard
a n d to stop these incidents, for example:
1. H e r e on o u r campus where o u r new buildings have a n d
are being built, we find this sign on o u t d o o r toilets, " W h i t e "
a n d "Colored only."
2. By a t t e n d i n g " J i m Crowed" movies, we Jim-Crow ourselves.
W h y not start a campaign for b e t t e r ' c a m p u s and city movies.
W e d o n ' t have to go to the N a t i o n a l a n d Carolina when
we have the Palace, Gem a n d H a r r i s o n Aud.
3. W h y is it t h a t the better jobs never reach our Market
Street State Employment Agency a n d o u r dean's offices?
4. Let's do m o r e walking instead of riding segregated transportation.
5. Let's stop b u y i n g in segregated stores.
If we must be segregated let's really do ihe j o b right.
Let's b a n everything and everyone w h o seeks to segregate us.
Maybe if we refuse to spend o u r hard-earned money in the
shops, stores, movies, a n d other places of business which discriminate, our spending power will be felt a n d the citizens of Greensboro along with the students will solve this very big problem.
Let's not wait again u n t i l our h o m e front is offended before we raise our voices, b u t let's prevent the same thing from
h a p p e n i n g again.
Very truly yours,
C A R T E R ROY PERRY
President, Y.M.C.A.

Matter of Conduct
By CHARLES NICHOLSON, '53
It has been noticed by many that
the ladies and gentlemen have a very
limited amount of respect for one
another on the campus.
Something should be done to eliminate such a condition.

I feel that any gentleman having
a sister, or mother, would want her
to be respected. He might even seek
means of obtaining their respect from
them, that is if she is not given the
respect which she deserves. So I ask
you gentlemen, why do we not re-

I wonder what department on our
campus is really outstanding in the
field of education. 11 has been said
that most of our instructors arc
"readers of notes." "egotists" and
deal in the practices of ridiculing
the most precious thing, in Ihe world,
the minds of students wilh different
backgrounds. Pity or sympathy has
no place in a classroom but your
attitude in and out of class guides
the action of all those around you.
Guardian angel of education, yes the
day you signed the contract.
The Register would like to know
what consideration is going to be given to the men of 200 Raleigh Street,
now that most of them have been
smoked out. Go on and sit back until you get yours then you'll squawk.
Death can't be played with and
someone is to blame.
Is your organization guilty of collecting dues all year and then throw
ing it away on one big dance? Arc
your leaders trying to prove you voted
the wrong persons into office or you
support them for just dances, more
dances and more dances. May your
"sole" rest in "pieces."
Are you becoming an educated
food? Most of us are dumb on certain subjects and make an effort to
learn more and more.
You are an educated fool if:
1. Sit back in your comfortable
chair and make no move to ask
that so called "unimportant
question" because you may be
embarrassed by your classmates.
When it comes to education, no
one is embarrassed.
2- Refuse to challenge an instruc
tor when facts arc lacking and
opinions may vary. We don't
mean the "bull thrower" who
wastes time.
3. If you think you are (whether
student or faculty
member)
God's gift to humanity.
4. Think about yourself all the
time and only think of those
around you when you're in a
pinch or need a vote.
A bouquet of orchids to Mrs. Lowe,
of the Physical Education Department
for her Modern Dance Group. By
the way, I used to go with an Hawiian but she wiggled away.
And to Sgt. Joshua Wilburn for
his outstanding work in organizing a
workable Intramural Program. There
is more in store for us. Keep your
eyes peeled for the next phase of our
Intramural Program. This job in itself is a headache.
We are not afraid to shun the
news
And we try to print all the views
Our educational, social and even
the atomics
Hut would you rather read the
comics?
JAMES O. BECKETT, '51

spect the sisters of others? Can it
be because they don't respect themselves?
Ladies, many of you do not appre
ciate the manner of treatment which
is given you by the gentlemen. If
this is true, then I ask those of you
who have placed yourselves upon a
pedestal to come down to earth and
conduct yourselves as ladies should.
I feel that we don't want people,
other than ourselves, to know what
goes on among us, so let's give the
modes of college people a chance.
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Dance Recital Held
at College
A. and I . College's Modern Dance
Group, directed by Mrs. Sherma Hough
Lowe, presented "Dance Goes to the
Carnival" in the Harrison Auditorium
February 16, 1951. The performance,
alwavs one of the outstanding studenl
participation programs of ihe school
vear. reached a new high in artistry
choreography, and stage decorum.
The program was built around a
gypsy hypnotist, who also acts as narrator. She gains Ihe confidence of
a group of children—the dance group
and hypnotizes them. Under her influence thev perform the gypsy carnival dances.
Stellar performers were Edna Mont
gomery doing an interpretation of
"Deep Purple"; Willette Gavin. "None
but the Lonely Heart"; Jacqueline
Moffitt, "Limnetic"; and Frances Mil
lings, "Lunar Rhapsody." Moffit and
Juan Inez were also good in Ihe ininterpretive "Asia Minor."
The peak of the performance was
lbe moon numbers, which included
five different dance sets—Lunette, Mist
O' the Moon. Celestial Nocturne.
Moon Moods, and Lunar Rhapsodv.
A group of small children did a cunning exhibition of interpreting Chopin's "Walt/ in C Sharp Minor."
Group numbers included "Artistry
jump and Artistry Boogie." "Caravan," "Cumbanchero," and the finale,
an interpretation of Gershwin's "Rhapsodv in Blue."

MISS VERNESTINE JOYNER
By

HANFORD

"l.ii. Doc"

STAFFORD,

'53

The student of the month this
month is Miss Vernestine Joyner. who
blushed and was very shy. when she
was informed of her election, because
of her contributions to the school as
representative to the Student Council
and Student Legislative Assembly. She
has done manv things for students that
wc don't even hear about.
Miss Joyner was born August 8,
1930, the second child of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Joyner of Franklin. Virginia. She
graduated from Hayden High of that
city in 1948. While enrolled at Hayden she was a member of the Home
Eckers Club and played on the basketball learn. She won the Home Economics Scholarship and a Key award
for the highest overall average for a
senior in that field. She matriculated at A. and T. College in the fall
of 1948 majoring in Home Economics.
Vernestine became very active in
extra-curricula activities. She became
a member of the Y. W. C. A., the A'irginia Club and a College Usher. In
the spring of her freshman vear she
was initiated in the Pyramid Club of
the Delia Sigma Theta Sorority. In

her sophomore year became representative to the Student Council and was
a delegate to the Students Legislative
\ssembly. She has served two years
on Interim Council of the Students
Legislature Assembly and is also a
member of the Women Athletic Association and the manager of Morrison
Hall Intramural Basketball team.
Miss Jovner is a member of the
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and serves
as Chaplain and was elected as one
of the two most outstanding under
graduate Delta Sorors. Her hobbies
include sewing, indoor games and
dancing. After graduation from col
lege she is planning to do demonstra
five work or teach and later is plan
ning to study further in her field.
Her message to you is that although
she has heard many complaints on education, she thinks that education is
wonderful and many more students
will succeed if they take full advantage
of the opportunities offered. The student council works with the student
aid fund and she is willing to help
any student seeking information concerning this matter. She has found
her stay at A. and T. very pleasant.
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POET'S SPACE
'You Cannot"

By RICHARD MOORE, '54

You cannot gain the end that's
right
If you resort to wrong;
You cannot be a shining light
And travel with the throng;
You cannot spend your life in sin
And reach some glorious goal;
You cannot hope to ever win
If vou neglect your soul.

What is spring?
When the birds are on the wing.
And the grass is green?
Spring at A. and T. is this—
When the classes are dismissed
And the weather's fair,
When
the days arc getting
brighter
And the clothes you wear, much
lighterThen 'tis spring.

"Sou cannot leave a mark worthwhile
Upon the shores of time,
If you but aim to love in style
And plan no life sublime;
You cannot have a purpose small
And gain a noble height,
You cannot shun the Master's call
And walk in heaven's light.

Geography Students

(Continued from Page 1)
symphony. Each individual, like each
instrument, musl or can. retain his plant by two guides; the personnel
own identity, but should blend himself supervisor, and a foreman.
(Continued from Page 1)
They were able to gain information
herent and acquired. Il should be in with the rest to form a harmonious as follows: (1) Personnel techniques
developed in the home and practiced whole.
and management of an industrial
by all members of the family.
plant. (2) The techniques of mass pro
Miss Christian Giynski. Poland —
duction of Terra-Cotta products. (3")
The procedures used from the raw ma
Every freedom carries with it a duty
terial to the finished product. (4) The
and an obligation. If we want to be
operation techniques.
By M. RANDOLPH COLLINS
free, we must see that others are
free.
1. Bullets fired to the right of a
Mr. Fayez Nabi, Palestine—We are swiftly moving plane have a tendency
faced with common problems which lo drop, those fired to the left tend
can never be solved if we allow our- to rise! How do you account for this?
selves to be divided by prejudices, in2. T h e conoscope manufactured by
By TFIOMAS ROBERTS, '53
tolerance, and hatred. If America becomes unsafe for one group, it will Ihe Bulova Watch Company, is an im
Deep is mv love for you
portant instrument in the war-effort!
become unsafe for all groups.
What is the purpose of this instruThat T cannot determine,
Mr. Oliver Harper, George Town, ment?
But in reverie always renew!
British Guiana—The American way ot
3. West Point's old chapel contains
Onlv my unabated desire
life is endangered by prejudice and
a memorial plaque to a traitor. What
bigotry. Our unity as a nation is
To revel in your radiating goodis
his
name?
based not upon uniformity as indi4. There are only two places in the
viduals, but rather upon our respect
Enables mc to pursue your love
for differences, and our common loy- U. S. where the American flag is flown
entire,
24 hours a day! On the capitol when
alty to our democratic traditions.
fust one passionate moment
congress is in session. Where is the
Mr. Josue Amaro, Puerto Rico—We other?
In your arms is all the rapture
can make the brotherhood program
5. Ice cream does not cool you off.
Need to fill-my heart to o'erflowin America more effective by
a. Absorbing an American way of It actually makes you warmer. Why?
ing
life.
ANSWERS
And increase my delight
b. Acquiring a set of attitudes and
Beyond human conception.
1. Bullets fired from a moving plane
a culture which is distinctive and
In this highest moment of ecstasy
enriched by tlie culture of all the spin clockwise, and friction from the
right angle wind exerts force at the
Mv pulsating senses cease to rebel
peoples of America.
And my heart becomes the ranc. Developing a united existence and top of the bullets fired to the right,
som
a dominant theme of identity of and on the bottom of bullets fired to
ideas, interests, attitudes, and be- Ihe left.
For my soul's freedom to enter
2. The conoscope, manufactured by
havior.
The sanctum of your affection.
Mr. Clarence Coles, Angola. Wesl the Bulova Watch Company, deterHere this uncontrollable emotion
mines the optical axis of quartz.
Africa—-The brotherhood of man. based
Electrified by your entrancing caQuartz is an important element of all
upon the fatherhood of God is a basic
ress
radio and electronic instruments.
doctrine of Protestants, Catholics, and
Intermingled with fervent devo3. Benedict Arnold.
of Jews. It is lbe only permanent sotion
5. At the grave of Francis Scott Key.
lution to the problems of human reElevates you above all earthly
lations.
5. Ice cream contains sugar and carthings.
Mr. Lewis Rosenburgh, U. S., Jewish bohydrates, which, when taken into the
—Brotherhood can be likened to a body, are oxidized, giving off heat.
Past, present and future.

Brotherhood Week

It's Time You Knew

Deep Is My Love

When the lovers take their stand
No deans looking, dare hold hands
Then it's spring
Boys get holder, on the ball;
Doorbells ring at Holland H a i l In the spring
Baseball games arc so much fun
When you're watching with someone
In the spring
When a lassie has her lass:
It's too hot to go to class
'Cause it's spring
"Ihe whole school's mad
As far as I can see,
And aren't you glad it will
Be spring at A. and T.

You cannot have a selfish heart
Then have a conscience clear;
You cannot fail to do vour part
And feel a thrill of cheer;
You cannot live for self alone
\nd know vour life is great
Vou cannot rise to honor's throne
If right and truth you hate.
You cannot climb the hill of life
Bv holding others back;
You cannot fill the world with
strife
And never suffer lack;
You cannot wrong your fellowman
And win the victor's crown,
Nor fail to do the best you can
And hope to gain renown.

N. C. Band Clinic
(Continued from Page 1)
strated the correct way of twirling the
baton, the correct way of stepping, and
the different kinds of signals. This
is the first time that the clinic has
had a demonstration for the majorettes.
This will be a continued affair.
Mr. W. F. Ludwig, Jr., Vice-President of the Leedy and Ludwig Drum
Company of Chicago, demonstrated the
correct fundamentals of drumming
the different styles of playing, the best
used methods today, and the char
acteristics of a good drummer. T h e
group was very fortunate to have Mr.
Ludwig to stay an extra day to work
with our drummers. William H. Mc
Bride was fortunate enough to play
Mr. Ludwig's drum on the concert
that A. and T.'s Rand played the afternoon of the clinic. The band was
also very fortunate to have as its guest
Mr. B. L. Mason, a former instructor
in music here, who is now at Floward
University.

'Spring at A. & T."

By JOSUE' E. AMARO. '52

Kindness
By JOSUE E. AMARO, '52
What does it cost one to be kind?
Ask friend who smiles across vour
street;
He knows the secret of his art,
Your query he will ably treat.
What does it cost to be unkind?
Go to the spirits of despair.
Who can alone compute the loss,
Inform you of gruesome affair.
What profit is it to be kind?
T o saintly sages of the sky.
Who calculate the worth of everv
deed,
To them you must go far reply.
What have vou gained to be unkind?
Ask neighbor with a rigid frown,
If he cannot answer give,
You'll know your gain, just set it
down.
Which will you be. unkind or
kind?
A quick reply you should return,
Our proof has come from two extremes,
You ought lo know the way to
turn.
I now suppose your judgement
sound,
That you have solved this ethic
sum,
That you arc happy and content,
And on your way with sweeter
hum.

The Untrue Road
Of Happiness
By GLORIA JENNINGS, '53
Sometimes the road of life may
seem untrue,
But just share it as a sharer,
Be true in terms of a knowledge
bearer
And you'll find that remote fortunes will come to you.
As we look over the road we've
traveled in pain
We will agree with our fabulous
gain
Wc know very well the distance
we came
And yet we cannot hold ourself
ihe blame.
Wc realize there is an inner man
within our hearts
To share our troubles and take a
part
So we should never worry and
whimp over the past
Just have courage and say wc won
at last.
In our striving in the road of life
Strive for the future.
Let not the road of life be filled
with strife
Because you'll find striving in a
miraculous
Woild, its the untrue road of life.

u

The Infinity of Man"
By RICHARD MOORE, '54
O life's too short to hate
And death's so quick; it will not
wait.
We have no time to hold a grudge.
Or even be somebody's judge.
And we are here for but a day
To laugh, to love, to give and play.
Time's fleeting footsteps, swift
they be,
That pass us by before we see.
Our years are vain and all wc
build
Is just another grave upon the
hill;
Science, most powerful force on
earth,
And has she yet to make a birth?
Or can she build a wall at its best
To exclude the rushing arms of
death?
Oh no, and when the end comes
around,
Science has laid another body in
the ground.

The Best Is Right
By WILBERT DOUGLAS, '51
The best is right
In school, home and everyday
flight.
The best to do, the best is might—
To know and see will requite.
The best of my ability and talent
today
Preserves me, my name, and thee
to stay
In the race for Eternity—
The best of life we say.
My best in chemistry, physics or
strife,
Is all my religion requires of life.
My best is A, B, or C,
To you it may be D,
But when all is said and done by
thee
My best will set me free.
The best in deeds, duty and flight,
The best there is, is right.

The Secret of
Happiness
By JOSUE' E. AMARO, '52
The secret of true happiness
Is not in wealth or fame.
I think the sweetest joy is found
Among the little things.
What can thrill the human heart
With such heavenly bliss
As to hold a baby in your arms
And feel its fragrant kiss?
A message spoken with a flower,
A little word of praise;
A letter from a friend afar,
Makes bright the darkest days.
There's joy in doing little deeds
To cheer a lonely heart;
The smiles you bring to some sad
face
Are remembered in the dark.
If you are seeking happiness,
Don't count it waste of time
To look among the little things
For joy that's most divine.

THE
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Medical Schools
Recommend May
Admission Test
PRINCETON, N. J.-Candidates for
admission to medical school in the fall
of 1952 are advised to take the Medical College Admission Test in May,
it was announced today by Educational Testing Service, which prepares and
administers the test for the Association of American Medical Colleges.
These tests required of applicants by
a number of leading medical colleges
throughout the country will be given
twice during the current calendar
year. Candidates taking the May test,
however, will be able to furnish scores
to institutions in early fall, when many
medical colleges begin the selection of
their next entering class.
Candidates may take the MCAT on
Saturday, May 12, 1951, or on Monday, November 5, 1951, at administrations to be held at more than 300
local centers in all parts of the country. The Association of American
Medical Colleges recommends that
candidates for admission to classes
starting in the fall of 1952 take the
May test.
The MCAT consists of tests of general scholastic ability, a test on understanding of modern society, and an
achievement test in science. According to ETS, no special preparation
other than a review of science subjects is necessary. All questions are
of the objective type.
Application forms and a Bulletin of
information, which gives details of
registration and administration, as
well as sample questions, are available
from pre-medical advisers or directly
from Educational Testing Service, Box
592, Princeton, N. J. Completed applications must reach the ETS office
by April 28 and October 22, respectively, for the May 12 and November 5
administrations.

Shall
Be Peace
By C. W. COLES, '52
There was stillness in the waste and
void, and infinity was blessed with
eternal peace. Then the Great Creator worked the wonders of his will
and the eternal peace of infinity was
broken, torn and twisted as the moon
fought the sun for the right to light
the universe and the stars scrambled
for their places, and the planets sailed
aimlessly about. On that day eternal
peace felt doomed, but the just. Creator divided time in half and gave
half to the sun for day and half to
the moon for night. To the planets
he gave orbits, and he fixed the stars
in their places. The waste was waste
no longer, and the void became filled
with moving things each with a plan
and purpose and again there was peace.
The time was Creation.
T h e heat of the day and the cold
of the night caused rain to fall on
planet Earth. T h e great heat in the
earth fought the cooling waters, until some parts lost its strength and
sank to form vallies, while other parts
fought bravely on and rose high into
the air before giving up to form moun
tains, but the rain continued to fall
and soon filled the vallies and hollows
to form rivers, lakes, and seas. As if
seeking vengeance against the bravery
of the mountains, the wind and rain
lashed furiously at them, and the angry
waves of the sea clawed at the reluc
tant shore. Peace had become the unnecessary booty on an over loaded ship
and was jettisoned and dashed against
the rocky crags of the shore like the
sand. But the just Creator reach
ed down and gave birds to sooth
the turbulent air, fish to the sea to
still the avenging waves, beasts to the
land, and trees and plants to the soil,
and all live in peace and harmony
according to the Master Plan. The
time was the Beginning.
Seasons came and went many times
before man found his way to planet
Earth, and at his appearance peace
shuddered. At first man a neophyte
to the vicissitudes of life, found no re
lief from them. Later as he migrated
North, South, East, West, and became
Black and White, Yellow and Red,
man learned quickly the uses of the
bountiful benevolence of nature and
grew and prospered.
The age was Pre-Historic.

REGISTER

Faculty Member of the Month

MISS MARY L. DOZIER
By

HANFORD "Lil Doc"

STAFFORD,
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Elected as Faculty Member of the
month because of her recent achievements in excelling her goal of SI,000
as chairman of Polio Fund is Miss
Mary Dozier, Assistant Dean of
Women. Miss Dozier worked very hard
with her workers for the Polio Fund
and has proved her worthy of this
election.
Miss Dozier is the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Polly Dozier of
Kingstree, S. C , she finished Tomlinson High School in 1943 and matriculated at A. and T. that following fall.
While here she was very active in
many activities, a member of the Dva
made Club, Choral Society, SundaySchool and the Dormitory Council. She
also held an A average throughout
her Junior and Senior year.
After receiving her Bachelor of Science Degree in Home Economics in
1947, Miss Dozier taught one year at

Kittrell Junior College at Kittrell, N
C. She came back to A. and T. in
1948 as Assistant Dietitian and has
held her present position as Assistant
Dean of Women since the fall of 1949.
Miss Dozier is well liked by her associates and has a pleasing personality
with truth and sincerity to cope with
it also.
Although Miss Dozier is very modest,
she has taken pait in most of the activities in raising money for a fund
or a drive. She is planning to do
further study in Home Economics at
Cornell University or Iowa State College.
Her message to you is that with all
facilities at A. and T. the student
should get every ounce of it, not for
himself alone, but for members of other races also. Try to get twice what
you expect to get because the vears
will be rolling into another century
and each individual will have received
all of his achievements.
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Ambassador Male
Four Are Still
Ringing Superbly
Four young men vocalists and Swiss
Bell Ringers, presented a variety program of songs al A. and T. College
January 10, 1951. at 8:00 p. m. The
program, sponsored bv the Lyceum
committee of the school, was held in
the Harrison Auditorium.
I'hrec novelty numbers opened the
program—"Up with the Jolly Roger
Boys." "De Animals." and "Sopho
more Philosophy." This was follow
ed by Ihe "Skaters Waltz." "Chimes of
Spring." and "Mocking Bird," played
on the Swiss Bells.
Tom Menno, the tenor soloist, then
sang "Brown Birl," and "One Alone,"
followed by Bert I.ange, the bass soloist, singing the perennial favorite.
"Big Bass Viol."
Highlight of the evening's perform
ance was the rendition of "Sweet and
Low" and "Bells of St. Mary" on the
Bells by Menno, Lange, and Edward
Cerney, the baritone soloist.
Gerney then sang "Deep in Mv
Heart" and the "Donkey Serenade."
followed by the quartet singing "The
Quartette from Rigoletto."
After a superb rendition of the
"Whiffenpoof Song" and "Old Man
River" by Ted Korsey. baritone, the
quartette played "Sunday Morning in
London" on the bells.
They ended the program yvith the
quartet singing Mallotte's arrangement of "The Lord's Prayer."

^Jhe
By
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By THOMAS ROBERTS
"Say, man, got a butt?"
Crony
mumbled as he approached his ace
buddy, Midge. "Yeah, 'O. P.'s'" Midge
replied, blowing the smoke through
his nostrils. T h e lighter clicked several times, at which Crony mumbled
a curse. Puffing nervously on the
cigarette, Crony inquired, "Ya heard
Jam-A-Ditty last night?" "Naw! What
did that poet quote? Bet it was some
cool stuff," returned Midge. "Man,
that Negro read a heckava request from
that chick 'cross the tracks, an' Janie
heard it, I believe. Boy did she jam
my ditty. I ain't never heard a broad
so mad in all my life."
T h e smoke from Crony's cig was
rising fast and spread far.
Midge
mopped his forehead and scolded.
'Man, Ah told you that goin' cross
them tracks would get you in trouble
wid that gal someday.
She been
patient as the devil bout that, too.
Besides, that ain't what she's mad
about either. One of her friends wuz
over there las' week and happened to
see you sittin' cozy-like in Jones Hall.
Now that she got you dead to rights,
she gonna play it slightly chilly on
you, and Ah mean SLIGHTLY CHILLY, too."
That evening Crony entered the dining hall and stretched his neck, looking for Janie. Over in the far corner
sat Janie with Ernie, who was always
Crony's rival for her. Just as the
red was reaching Crony's cheeks Midge
grabbed his arm and whispered, "Better be cool, now, boy. Don't go
blowin your top. That's bad stuff."
Together they walked over to Janie's
table. Ernie greeted them merrily.
Janie spoke to Midge, then to Crony,
who mumbled. Seeing that dinner was
completed, Crony said in an apologetic
voice, "Janie, I wanna talk to ya.'"
She gave him a quizzical look that
caught him unprepared. "Right now,
private like," he added, glaring at
Ernie as if to say that he was taking
over. But Ernie seem to have ideas
of his own and sat where he was.
Then it was that Crony received another shock. He heard a cooing voice
say, "Crony, I'm listening, and Ernie's
going to stay."
Midge began to move uncomfortably in the chair he had been sitting
in. "What's wrong with him, Midge?"
Janie asked, "Is he sick? He just
stands there staring at me." Midge
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glanced up at Crony and simply
shrugged his shoulders. Ernie, who
has been up to this time sitting quitely
amused about the affair, arose and,
getting Janie's coat, said in a signifying manner, "I should think that
when dinner's over one would go so
that someone else may have a chance
to partake." Midge winced and looked sharply at Ernie, who was smiling
and assisting Janie with her coat, then
followed them outside.
There Janie said casually, "Be seeing you around Midge." Then Crony
began to feel a slight chill in the air.
He called to Janie as she walked off
with Ernie, "Hey, Janie! Wait a minute." Walking briskly to her he asked
innocently, "Why the cool atmosphere?
What's wrong? C'mon, baby, give yvith
the info." Midge, who walked up at
that moment heard Janie say, "Look,
Crony! Ernie stays on his side of the
tracks, but you can't even stay on the
tracks like a train. You want to cross
the tracks and when you want to come
back you didn't know how. When
you learn how, come and see me."
With that remark she turned—and the
air grew cooler.
Crony and Midge headed toward the
block. "Well?", asked Midge, "Gimme
a butt," returned Crony. "Ya know.
Midge, I do feel slightly chilly."
T H E END

4-H Foundation
(Continued from Page 1)
his home with a farm family to study
farming there.
The Board of Directors of the foundation met in the Trustee room of
the college after the membership meeting. All of the members of the board
last year were re-elected. Seven new
members were added. They are Mrs.
J. M. Bryant, Greensboro; A. K. Davis
and P. Huber Hanes, Jr., WinstonSalem; Dr. C. C. Spaulding, Durham;
George Coble, Lexington; Fred Greene,
Charlotte; and George A. Moore, New
Bern.
Mrs. Mabel Powell, Clinton; P. Huber Hanes, Jr., Wade Paschall, Siler
City; and Mrs. Bryan were appointed
to the executive committee. E. R.
Hodgin and A. K. Davis were appointed to the investment committee. J. K.
Wheeler, president of the foundation
who presided at both meetings, will
serve on both committees.
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T h e Scooper is here once again af
ter being missed for three months.
I have been pretty busy the last few
weeks, but I am here once again with
the scoops of the campus. The colder
it gets the more red flannels I wear
But enough of this chatter 1 I ! The
Miss Coed Contest is on but some of
the contestants couldn't win a ghoul
contest, so let's improve our looks
girls. If not this contest will be a
flop. The title is now held by Miss
Marion Dunn, of Durham, N. C.
T h e dances down at Holland Hall
drifted away and sprang up again for
the Polio Fund. When we boys go
down there to call on our love ones,
we have to stand or slouch against
the wall or stand in front of the office because the furniture is too good
to sit on. If it is too good why doesn't
someone put it in mothballs, because
I think enough of my fiancee to have
her sit, and the other boys think the
same thing.
T h e new dormitories are finished
and if we move in don't treat them
like foxholes. Treat them as if they
were your own home, because it is
while you are here. The male population is dwindling because men are
being called to the army.
We have a new math teacher here
at A. and T. and boy is she on. She
is heavy and she is good-looking too.
She knows her math and she is well
balanced all around on her feet.
O-la-la.
When you go to the Public Relations Office for your issue of the
Register, don't get a dozen, because
someone else will be deprived of one.
I see newspapers on the floors of rooms,
in the garbage and in ditches. I know
the college news that we scuffled to present to you is worth more than that.
That dining hall system is upside
down. The ticket takers are so lazy
that they sit at tables talking with students and collect tickets. The dining
hall staff is getting more irritable every day, because when we go for more
bread they act as if a cobra were ready
to strike.
I know that none of you are not
having what they call real fun, but
wait until spring and you will have
more excitement than you can dream
about. There is a quotation I once
heard Victor Jary make in the moton
picture "The Loves of Carmen"; "go
to bed you devil; go and dream about
it."
Look for the Scooper every month,
because there are things that you are
anxious to read and I know it. So
you'd better be the first in line for
next month's issue.
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strong enough. It's plain and obvious that a college studenl should
know al Ihis late date what his oi
her desire is.
Josephine I.iltle, Sophomore
Durham. N. C.
Answer: 1 do nol think college stu
dents should go steady. A person
comes to college for an education and
all of il does nol conic from the
books one studies. Getting to know
a variety of people and their different
personalities is an asset. A person will
also learn whom he or she is best
suited for. (Jetting stuck with an undesirable partner can prove an unfortunate experience for both the
young men and young ladies.
Owens S. McPherson, Junior
Waycross, Georgia
Answer: When first entering college, no. In not doing so you have
a chance to become acquainted with
many persons, some whom you will
like, others whom you will turn as
your kind. But if later you meet
someone whom you like very much,
this person being also interested in
the same activities, I see no real harm
in you going steady.
Reva Harper, Junior
Roanoke, Virginia
Answer: No. I do not think collegeboys and girls should go steady.
Sometime this causes the boy to think
that he has too much possession over
the girl. By this 1 mean if he happens to sec "his girl" talking to another boy for a few days, sometimes
he becomes jealous, that is, when
someone says, "Oh John, I saw Sally
talking lo Jim today. I heard she has
a crush on him." Who wouldn't get
angry just a little. Also sometime
the boy is not financially able to have
a steady girl around campus, because
it is very expensive to do so.
Jacquelyn Y. Boone, Soph.
Suffolk, Virginia
Answer: Yes, I really think they
should go steady. That, is, if they
care for each other. But on the other hand if the girl is crazy about the
boy and he is not about her, they
shouldn't because it will cause a great
confusion. Still, now is the time
for students to make up their minds.
Doris M. Williams, Freshman
Greenville, N. C.
Answer: No, when first entering
college one should have a chance to
meet many of the opposite sex. By
the time one is a junior or senior
one should have made up his mind
about who he is interested in.
Elva Hylton,
Sophomore
Roanoke, Virginia
Answer: Yes, I think that a boy
should go with a girl and treat her
as a friend. He should socialize with
others but still be able to carry himself in the way of the person to whom
is suppose to be his friend will nor
feel mistreated.
Blanche McWilliams,
Soph.
Littleton, N. C.

edjear

(editor

I have found a very lovely young
lady whom I think meets the qualifications (Art in dress, graceful walk,
poise and the principals of make up)
which you wrote of last month in your
art column.
This young lady is none other than
Miss Effie Margaret Flowers, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Flowers of Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Effie graduated from Dillard, her
home town high school as salutatorian
of her class (49).
Now at the age of 18, Effie is a
sophomore at A. and T. College majoring in Commercial Education. She
is not only easy on the eyes, but brainy
her high scholastic average has enabled her to become a member of the
A. K. A. Sorority. Most of her leisure
lime is occupied by her part-time job
in Dr. Bluford's office and her hobbies are typing, reading and sports.
Effie makes you feel at case when
you are conversing with her and at
the same time she returns a sane
answer, her personality is unsurpassable and her unique blending of colors of her clothes with her complexion
is superb, I am sure that anyone will
agree that is a trait of culture.
Ah! fellows, don't rush now! she has
a boy friend. T H E LUCKY STIFFI!!
JEROME V. MclNTYRE, '52
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A. and T. Collegians

This swinging group meets the standards as the greatest College Band in
the land. The Collegians are under the capable leadership of James Faison
and have played for many dances, creditably representing the college. The
Collegians are available for services and may be contacted through James
H. Alexander, business manager, A. and T. College. Support your Collegians
for better modern music.

A N I N V I T A T I O N TO
WORTHWHILE LIVING
One need not be a prophet to realize that we are living in a time of
great crisis. There probably never has
been a period in history during which
men everywhere were in greater need
of a sound basis for value judgments
than now.
Nearly 2,000 years ago a man came
into a world situation very similai
lo our own. This man found a way
of living which has enabled millions
of confused, depressed and bitter persons to again face life courageously
with dignity and good will.

231.5-1.21 Eddy; I Have Seen God Do
It
240-R163 Rail; A Faith for Today
Religious

Fducalion

Frosh Honored at
Annual Ball
Ihe 26 highest ranking freshman
students for Ihe past quarter al
A. and T. College were honored Fri
day night. February 23. at the annual
freshman scholarship ball in the Holland Hall. The Beta Nu chapter of
the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity sponsored the ball.
Each vear the student with highest
average receives a cash award of $25.00.
Ihis year two freshman students had
perfect 'A' averages. They are Mrs.
Lucille C. Piggott and Miss Izzeta Cole.
Mrs. Piggott. who carried more
hours than Miss Cole, will receive the
full amount; Miss Cole will receive
a consolation award of $10.00. The
remaining 24 ranking freshmen, in the
order of rank, are:
Madeline Powell. Barbara Mae Williamson. Ruth Carolyn Skelton, Dorothy M. Herring. Ernest B. Miller, Benjamin F. Shaw, Dorothy T. Carter,
Temple Jackson. Harold Drayton.
Ruby Mae Williamson, Dorothy Mae
Dozier. James Arthur Wallace, Albert
Cutter, Charles Elliott Jones, William
Henry Hardy, Ophelia C. Matthews,
Pearlie Mae Middleton. Russell J.
Scott, Ruth Alice Randolph, Elmer
Grace Waddell. Broadus Evans, Isaiah
Walker. Ethel J. Skelton, and Lucille
Smith.

COLLEGE
CHUM

261— M996 Myers; Religion for Today
201-C672 Coe; What is Religion Doing lo our Conscience?
261—G884 Groves; Christianity and the
Family
By CHARLES "Fley Gaye" GAY
377—C072 Coe; Fducalion In Religion
During the school year, there are a
and Morals
377.1—1.855 Lotz; Orientation in Re- lot of riff-raff going on between roommates concerning each other, not misligious Education
chievous things but, things you exThe Church and Church History
pect of a roommate. Just as Jack says,
260-1.525 I.ciffer; File Effective City "Bob wash your socks and make up
your bed," and Bob says, "If you
Church
want the bed made, make it yourself."
261-D737 Douglas; The City's Church I have been talking to many students
280-H455 Dedley; The Christian Heri- concerning this matter, we'll start with
tage in America
a student by the name of A. H., class
277.3-H179 Hall; The Religious Back of '54.
giouncl of American Culture
My roommate, F. D., class of '53 has
277.3—S751 Spcrry; Religion in America a one track mind and always wants
277.3-S964 Sweet; The Story of Re- to argue about something he does
not know. He is a real "birdbrain"
ligion in America
262-A528 Man's Disorder and God's person plus being lazy and shiftless.

From shortly after his death on Calvary until today men have tried to
help succeeding generations by writing books about JESUS of NAZAR E T H and his method of solving personal, group and even world problems.
We have in our library a well round
cd collection of books in the field of
leligion. Some of them are great in
content and general appeal. For your
convenience and information, there are
listed below the call numbers, authors
and titles of a few of the many books
in our library which may prove vital
in helping you arrive at a worthwhile
Design
life in the midst of world confusion,
even as Jesus did.
201-H282 Harkncss; The Gospel and
R. M., class of '52, my old pal, is
Our World
A. R. who is a fellow that thinks I
Present Day Christian Thinking
289.9-F267 Fauset; Black Gods of the should be just like him, very studious,
248-T866 Trueblood; "Ihe predicaearly to rise in the morning, and keep
Metropolis
ment of Modern Alan
270-N596 Nichols; The Growth of the our shack clean, but I'm a guy who
grew up in a city and not on a farm.
248—T8(i(i Trueblood; Alternative to
Christian Church
Futility
# * * #
CLEO M. McCOY
232.9-K38 K e p l e r ; Contemporary
W.
S.
J.,
class
of '52, occupant of
Director of
Thinking About Jesus
Barrick T-1288, my roomie, J. H. F.
Religious Education
201-K38 Kepler; Contemporary Re
studies til 12:00 Midnight and goes to
ligious Thought
bed with the intention to put in a
few more minutes of study before goFor Personal Spiritual Growth
ing to sleep. It's amusing to find him
208—P558 Phillips; The choice is aldead asleep about 4:00 A. M. with his
book open and lying flat in his face.
ways ours
I assume what he doesn't get yvhile
210-J78 Jones; I he Inner life
leading he gets through osmosis. Prob220—B293 Baiion; The book Nobody
ably something is achieved through
knows
this process, for he proves to be ac231-W259 Ward; The Cod we need
complishing by the use of this peculiar
Rabbi Abraham Feinstein, a repre245-H615 Hill; The World's Great Restudy habit.
sentative of the Jewish Chautauqua
ligious Poetry
* # * #
Society, gave a special address at the
248-R951 Rush; Ihe Road to Fulfill- A. and T. College on February 12th.
I am W. R., class of '52. My roomment
An informal session yvas held in his mate is C. B. C , class of '51. He is
248-J59 Ihe Union Prayer-Book for honor at Holland Hall that night.
"Girl Crazy," and he snores a lot.
Jewish Worship
In his address the rabbi gave four
reasons why we need religion. "We
248-H325 Hart; Living Religion
I have three of the greatest guys
need religion first," he said, "because
For Jiible Study and Biblical
on the campus for roommates, namelv
wc
are
fashioned
that
yvay;
we
can't
lnlcnpretation
help ourselves. We have to be re- J. P.. J. G., and B. M. They are
220-F748 Fosdick; A Guide lo under- ligious. No group of men ever lived cooperative in making our home an
enjoyable place to live.
standing the Bible
without some form of religion.
J. W. P., '52
229-F718 Fosdick; The Modern use of
"Secondly, we need religion because
the Bible
it is the most dynamic and powerful
This is to certify that my roommate.
220-M926 Mould; Essentials of Bible force for the good moral life. Third;
il helps us to understand the uni- A. "The Thing" H., thinks he is a
History
296—S215 Sanders; History of ihe He verse of which wc arc a part; answers good roommate and he does the folthe question as to the purpose of lowing things:
brews
human life.
1. ('leans up the room only once a
290—B15I Bailey and Kent; History of
"The fourth reason," he continued,
month.
"is that religion can help us rebuild
the Hebrew Commonwealth
2. Jumps sharp every day in my
our
war-shattered
civilization."
220.7-W349 Watts; The Modern Re;
clothes.
er's Guide to the Bible
3. Studies his lessons very hard, but
For Worship and Discussion
never accomplishes anything.
ANNOUNCEMENT
4. Always asking questions that are
264-1155 Underbill; Worship
as silly as he is.
264-C675 Coffin; I he Public Worship
Mrs. Wilfred Jeffries and children
5. Does one half a favor and expects
of God
wish to express their appreciation to
ten times as much in return.
218—W536 Weston and Harlow; Social
and Religious Problems of young the A. and T. College community for 6. Always eats everything that is eatpeople.
able and never helps buy anything.
the sympathy and consideration shown
For Critical Reflection ou Religion and
If you, the readers are wondering
them
after
their
loss
of
husband
and
the Problems of Our 'Time
about the "Boom Boom Boom" just
232-B787 Bowman; The Religion of father, Wilfred Jeffries. Class of 1949. come to my "Room Room Room."
F. D., Class of '53
Maturity

Rabbi Speaker at
A. and T. College
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SPORTS
A. & T. Tramples R. 0. T. C. Squad
is Undefeated
Smith, 64-49
By ARTHUR B. WORD
Coach Felix Harris' A. and T. College Aggies basketball squad ran wild
Wednesday night. January 17, when
they trampled Johnson C. Smith "Blue
Bulls" 61-49 here on the Aggies home
court.
Ihis game gave the Aggies a con
ference record of five wins against three
defeats. One of their losses was to
the "Blue Bulls" earlier in the season.
T h e home team drew first blood
when Meteye flipped in a free throw,
but the visitors came right back to go
ahead 2-1 on a looping free goal by
William Jones of J. C. Smith. Meteye
received a free try at the basket and
the shot was good to tie the game all
up at 2-2, and from that point the
lead see-sawed all during the first
quarter.
George Thomas, six foot four Aggie
center from Camden, N. J., came in
to replace Frank Mahon in the second quarter and immediately took
charge, tallying four field goals before
ihe half ended. The Aggies led at
halftime by a well earned score of
35-29, and were never ahead throughout the rest of the game.
The game was thrill-packed all during the second half, with players on
both teams making long, spectacular,
almost impossible shots. William
Jones, the altitudinous center for the
visitors, was colorful and terrific with
his shots from the floor, but indifferent at flipping free-throws. He led
the scoring for the visitors with 17
points.
Thomas led the scoring for the Aggies with 22, followed by McClenney
with 14 and Meteye with 11 for the
home team.
McCullough with 12
points and Perry with II were the
runners up for the Bulls.

By JOSUE E. AMARO, '52
Ihe R. O. T. G. basketball squad
continues its advance in this area and
is still lbe team to be beaten. This
squad is undefeated and continuous
stealing around looking for the team
which will try to break its chain.
Ihis squad, yvhich is managed bv
M/Sgt. Joshua M. Wilburn, has played
six games and hasn't seen the shadow
of a defeat yet.
The R. O. T. C. Basketballers, who
are competing in our Intramural program and who in the City League.
have been playing in our campus, in
the city, and also they have had some
games out of the city.
The R. O. T. C. team has won the
following games; a practice game with
Florida Club, games with the Florida
Club and the Omegas in our Intramural program, a game with the Reidsville City Team, a game with Lutheran
College, and a game with the WinstonSalem Trojans in the City League.
M/Sgt. Wilburn, manager of the
team, told of the prospective trips
of the squad in the days to come.
Those games are: (1) Virginia Theological Seminary and College and also
the Y. M. C. A. in Lynchburg, Va.;
(2) Jordon Sellers High School in
Burlington, N. C ; (3) Eladen County
Trade School in Elizabeth town, N. C.:
(4) Booker T. Washington High School
in Clarkton, N. C ; (5) South Carolina
State College, Orangeburg, S. C. There
are also other prospective games to
be played on the road.

" A r o u n d the
Sandlot"
By RICHARD MOORE

war which has been
Final Gun Spoils theThecausepresent
of many radical changes in
our country has also affected the sports
Already many of our large
Thriller as A. & T. world.
universities and colleges have been
forced to cancel sports programs next
due to the shortages of male parTrails N. C. Eagles year
ticipants. Also many conferences and
By ARTFIUR B. WORD
I h e A. and T. College basketball
squad lost a thriller to their arch
rivals, the North Carolina College
Eagles, here January 19 by a close
score of 56 to 55, as the Eagles came
from behind in the final quarter to
defeat Coach Felix Harris' Quintet.
T h e crowd grew tense as the game
grew older, with the visitors controlling a slim margin most of the first
half, though the lead was never more
lhan three points. With 15 seconds
lo play in the first half, Osbourne
Meteye, lanky Aggie guard from Tampa, Florida, sank a field goal to put
the home team out in front 32-31 at
half-time.
A. and T. led most of the second
half as the Eagles did in the first
half, and like the F'agles dropped the
lead and the game in the final seconds
of the game.
With two minutes to play in the
Eagle-Aggie game, the teams were
deadlocked 41-41. Inspired shots by
members from both teams ran the
score up to 55-54 with 14 seconds to
play.
Then the home team, scorning to
"freeze" the ball had it stolen from
them by Tom Ramcy of North Carolina State, who slid in under the
basket and put the game on ice with
a lav-up shot.
Meteye of the Aggies led the scoring of the game yvith 22 points. McClenney was second Aggie high scorer
with 12.
"Prop Weaver and George Green
split the honors for the Eagles with
13 each. Tom Ramey, whose last shot
robbed the Aggies of iheir seventh
conference victory, got 11.

A t t e n t i o n Readers I
Read the Weekly P. R. O. Bulletin;
published every Saturday to keep
all members of the college community abreast of what is happening on
the A. and T. College campus.
Bring your announcements and
notices in to the Public Relations
Office by 4 p. m. Friday of each
week, or put them in the post office
for their appearance in the bulletin.

leagues will permit the use of freshmen in varsity competition. This will
not affect too many of our Negro colleges because most of them already
have freshmen eligibility but there is
becoming an alarming decrease in the
number of athletes.

#

* # *

Our sepia fighters continue to dominate the national scene. This month's
glory goes to "Sugar Ray" Robinson
who won by TKO over Jake Lamatta
to gain the Middle Weight crown. Ray
became the first fighter fighting in
the Welter Weight class to gain a
championship decision. Ray has just
recently returned from a barnstorming tour of Europe where he beat
everything in sight.

# * # #
All the boys who plan to represent
A. and T. in the spring sports should
be getting in shape. Many of them
have been participating in intramural
basketball which makes it easier for
a fellow to begin training when the
season comes. Old "Candy Arm" Johnson and the "Rabbit" are two boys
who bear watching this year. Old
"Moe" will tell you about it next
issue.

A. & T. Sluggers
Score Victories
The powerful A. and T. boxing team
sent five sluggers to the Virginia State
Invitational Boxing Meet in Petersburg, Va. Saturday, February 10, and
brought home four wins.
Heavyweight Arthur Statum led the
Aggie fighters with an impressive
knockout win over Ted Hope of Winston-Salem College.
Other A. and T. winners were Arthur LaPrince over Tom Boynkins, Virginia State, decision; Roy Wright won
a technical knockout over Bob Rogers
of Hampton, and James McKinney
topped Bill Pickins of Hampton.
Only loser for the Aggies yvas William Stewart who spotted his opponent, David Anderson of Virginia
State, nine pounds and lost a close
decision.

THE
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SPORTS
SPORTS BRIEFS
By Arthur B. W o r d
The hard fighting "tournament hungry" Aggie hardwooders fought
their way from rock bottom to place in the final conference standings, to
win their first tournament berth in the college history. This of course was
due to fine work of Coach Felix Harris, assisted by Edward
, - ^ms^
••'• Martin, former Aggie basketball star and the entire basketball squad. My warm congratulations to the players
W
and coaches.
i

wzi
MR. WORD

A. AND T. TO GO TO STATE TOURNAMENT
The annual North Carolina Colleges' Tournament,
which is being played in Durham with the North Carolina
College Eagles serving as host to the teams.
Teams entering the tourney are Fayetteville State leach
ers' College. Shaw University, J. C. Smith University, A. s; I.,
Livingstone College, North Carolina. Elizabeth City Teachers'
College and Winston-Salem Teachers College.

COACH "BILL" BELL STUDYING AT OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
William "Bill" Bell head of the Physical Education Department and
head football coach is on a leave of absence working at Ohio Stale University on his Doctor's degree. He will return in September to begin gridiron practice.
INTRA-MURALS
M/Sgt. Joshua M. Wilburn, staff member of the Reserve Officers Training Corps is doing an excellent job with the Intra-mural program ihis year.
If the program goes through as planned, it will surpass all previous attempts.
I am sure that the entire student body joins me in pledging our full support in backing the Intra-mural program. It is rumored that if this year's
program is successful there will be larger makings in store for next year.
Again we pledge our support in backing the Intra-mural Program.
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A. & T. Upsets West Virginia State
Yellowjackets by Score of 61-50
n„ A
»CTHUB
R WORD
wnun
By
R T H U R B.
The "tournament-hungry" A. and T.
College Aggie hardwooders dethroned
the CIAA leading West Virginia State
Yellow Jackets here 'Tuesday night,
February 13, 61-50 in a sizzling basketball game.
Henry Joseph dropped in the first
basket from the jump and repeated in
rapid fire succession on a fast break

to start the evening's entertainment
and put the Aggies ahead. 'They led
28-23 at the intermission and were
never pushed closer than eight points
in the second half.
George Thomas substituted
for
Frank Mahon in the Aggie pivot spot
early in the fray and accounted foi
22 of the victor's points for personal
high scoring honors.

The victory for the Aggies (9-5)
moved them one notch nearer realizing their first CIAA tournament berth
and nudged the visiting Jackets into
second place. The first mortgage holder on the torrid cage race is Lincoln
University (7-1). West Virginia State
11-2. Virginia Slate (10-3) and North
Carolina College (12-4) trail.

THEM AIL!
challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test ,,--/•,.„
PHILIP M O R R I S

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1 . . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff—DON'T INHALE—and
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn't it? And NOW...

2 . . • Light up your present brand
Do e x a c t l y the same thing—DON'T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Other brands merely make claims—but PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . .
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!

Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
—a date with the campus queen—
or just killing time between classes
—Brooks Student Store at Stillwater, Oklahoma is one of the favorite gathering spots for students
at Oklahoma A & M College. At
Brooks Student Store, as in college
campus haunts everywhere, a frosty
bottle of Coca-Cola is always on
hand for the pause that refreshes—
Coke belongs.
Ask for it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

GREENSBORO COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
© 1951, The Coca-Cola Company

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE S M O K I N G

PLEASURE!

PHILIP MORRIS
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1950-51 Basketball Team
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By JAMES BECKETT, •51
Kaster is drawing nigh and shapes
of things (egg shapes) have nested beneath my dome and have finally
hatched.
Tlie first had egg is that "Envy"
egg. that so many of ns constantly lay.
It has been splattered on those of oth
er colors, different dress, different
friends and of different opinions.

:

M^zzzl

1 he second had egg is the "Fear"
egg that is detrimental to the minds
of everyone on our campus and in
fact the world. The fear of learning
too much about the worthwhile ac(Conlinued on Page 8)

felt

Inter-Mural Basketball
Standings

:i||t
Jllllilll
E^n§ET
Reading from left to right are George •
Thomas. Camden, N. J.; David Hurdle^,
New York. N. Y.; Haywood Mims,
Washington, D. O ; and Elton Haywood, New Orleans, La. Second row,
James Williams. Philadelphia. Pa.;
John Morris. Harvey, 111.; Lonnie McClenney. Camden, N. J.; Middleton;
Walker; H. Jackson, Alexandria. Va.;
Osborne Meteye. Tampa, Fla.; J.
Flowers. Detroit, Mich.; Francis Green;
Frank Mahon, New York, N. Y.; and
Waddles, Chicago, 111. Not shown.
Henry Joseph, Gary. Ind.; and James
Robinson, New York, N. Y.

,
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(As of February 6, 1951)
Team
Won
Lost
0
R. O. T. C.
3
Alphas
2
0
Jesters
2
0
Florida Club
1
1
Sigmas
0
2
V. M. C. A.
0
2
Omegas
0
3

BeH*tf-

2),eporiwaS
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By JOSUE E. AMARO

ENJOY YOUR C I G A R E T T E ! . . .
If you're not happy with your present
brand (and a 38-city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Luckies! You'll
get the happy blending of perfect mildness and rich taste that fine tobacco—
and only fine tobacco—can give you.
Remember, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoyment. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!

Hello Aggie Fans! Here I will be,
starting with this column, trying to
In ing to you the latest school happenings in the world of sports. I
will try to bring to you all informa
lion possible about the doings of our
Aggies in the field of sports. I will
bring to vou all information available
about the events in which our great
athletes will be engaged.
Now that the football season is out
the basketball season is on ils way.
we will try to concentrate all our attention on our baseball, track, and
boxing teams giving some of our attention to the intramural program.

J-E-A

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Claused by some problems that arose
(Continued on Page 8)
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Sandwiches
BUY

YPa

WadeMte

1
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^

SANDWICHES
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lucky Strike

Sold at .

Means
Fine Tobacco

North Campus Canteen
Main Campus Canteen
;e*~

College Inn
:

vW.

Pet.
1000
1000
1000
500
0000
0000
0000
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pects great things of a squad composed gram. If we can not follow the poli- Smith, Morgan, and Rouse having com- of the best pitching staffs in the conot Tony Wicks, Del Payne, Bailey, cies of the director the best thing we petition from several prospects from ference.
Archie Dabney, Pete Echols, Ernie can do is to stay out of his program the freshman squad.
Nimmons, Johnie Seay, Edward Car- and please let's not try to interfere
The catching department is as good
(Continued from Page 1)
Our old man said young women
ter, Joe Baker, Louis Reed, and Jack with the program because we disagree as ever with all conference Meadows
tivities on our campus. T h e fear of Gibson together with Rich, Morrill, with the director's policies. Let's not as our regular receiver and Rill Blake- sometimes had a little tolerance in
displaying your good manners at all Hall, and Martin.
be evil disposed.
ly and Clarence Smith fighting for the their make-up but he doubted it would
times. T h e fear of being decent beassay more than twenty percent while
As of this date, M/Sgt. Joshua M. second string spot.
J-E-A
cause of the ridicule from those who
middle-aged women, especially the
Wilburn has been our intramural diOur
pitching
staff
will
be
strengthenare not. T h e fear of using good gramWe have in our campus one that rector. During the time he has been
married ones, rarely showed a trace.
mar because you will be considered is called and is supposed to be an our director he has worked out two ed with the addition of Earl Richards,
—Damon Runyon in "Short Takes."
undefeated
in
three
years
of
high
unhep.
intramural program.
In our three nice programs for us. T h e first was
# # # #
school baseball, and Eugene Tapsalle
years in this institution we have not a very well organized touch football
The third and last
who together with Jackson, Valentine.
It's
easier
to
do the jot) right in
had the opportunity to see a real in- tournament of which caused by incleOf the bad eggs cast
Martin, and Priestly will give us one first place than to do it over.
tramural program being carried out ment weather conditions only four
Is the worst part of the yolk
without the evil disposed attitude of games could be played. He has preIt is the student who will read
someone, who by one way or the other pared also a very nice basketball tourAnd still not take heed
has interrupted the rhythm of the pro- nament which is now being played.
And treat these bad eggs as a joke.
gram and as a result we haven't had There are seven teams participating
the opportunity of having a well or- in this tournament which consists of
ganized intramural program.
twenty games. This tournament is
This happens and then we charge the moving along nicely.
director as being responsible for the
J-E-A
future of the program. No, friends it
Sure as the grasses, green shall grow,
(Continued from Page 7)
is not the director who is responsible
Our baseball squad, CIAA ChamInto each life shall sorrow flow.
which make it impossible, there was for the failure of the program, it is pions for the year 1950 will start
no indoor track participation in our our fault and we will never be able training around the first of March as
T h o u g h thick a n d wet may be the sod,
institution this school year. We h a v to ever have a sound intramural pro- told to us by Coach Felix Harris.
Men must repair the roads they trod.
some information which assures us gram if all of us, especially those who
That championship squad, which
that there will be plenty of activity call themselves managers, no matter was led last year by Coach Joe Echols,
in the outdoors season which will stan ivho we are, give all our cooperation now at Morehouse College, will be
Sure as the light of day shall glow,
very soon.
to the director and help him come coached to defend that championship
'Tis from each cheek that tears shall flow.
by Coach Felix Harris, who is also
The track team has already started out with the program.
Life's winding road, it knows n o end;
its training and there are very high
The director of any program has his our basketball coach.
goals to be reached. There are plans policies. He decides the dates for the
The team will have the same inMan's Maker is his closest friend.
for fair trips for the track team this program to start and finish. It is up field players as of last year, with the
year, among which are good possibili- to him to set u p those dates and we exception of our first baseman and
Just as the leaves of trees do shed,
ties of participation in the Alabama are to follow them, no matter who we clean up batter Tom Alston, who was
are. No good program can be carried noted as the most valuable player on
and the Penn Relays.
Each mortal makes his dying bed.
The track team has some good pros- out if the director is going to be wait- the team. T h e replacement for Alston
And
when t h e clock of time shall cease,
pects to replace the distance men and ing for evil disposed ideas of some will be among Art Statum, Roy Euof
us
who
think
that
the
director
must
banks.
and
Charles
Lett,
who
will
be
T
h
e
n
shall come forth t h e Prince of Peace.
to make some other additions to the
run after us and wait until we please fighting for the first base berth.
squad.
Our outfield will be intact with
—PERCY A. CARTKR, J R .
Coach Piggott told us that he ex- to show u p before he opens his pro-

Bad Eggs
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Deportivas

AS IT MIGHT
BE SEEN
IN LIFE

"EASIEST TEST IN THE BOOK"

N C IT DURHAM STUDENT BOB SIBBIETIBY '51 MIRES
TOBACCO BOTEBS S E S S TEST, THE TEST TOO CAN HAKE YOUBSELE

SMELL 'EM
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S E N X P A C K T ? C h e s t e r f i e l d s : Compare

^ m with the brand you've been smoking.

SMELL CHESTERFIELD'S milder aroma.
Prove- tobaccos that smell milder, smoke milder.
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